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ABSTRACT:  
 

 Now a day, many applications works on wireless networks that can exchange information and 

form communication networks. And it is very challenging to provide security for such application. 

In a significant portion of such applications, the confidentiality and integrity of the communicated 

messages are of particular interest. In this work, we propose two novel techniques for 

authenticating short encrypted messages based on Elliptic curve cryptography. System that are 

directed to meet the requirements of mobile and pervasive applications. The encryption technique 

have the chance of the data misusing hence we add the password based authentication technique 

using SHA. By using Elliptic curve cryptography Encryption algorithm we are authenticating the 

message which is encrypted and we are improving the decryption speed and authentication 

accuracy  to secure the communication the proposed message authentication  technique  is more 

efficient than the previous MAC algorithms and the aim of this proposed techniques is to utilize 

the security that the encryption algorithm can provide to design more efficient authentication 

mechanisms, as opposed to using standalone authentication primitives. It provides the security to 

the data. However it has high risk to the sender input data while the transmission to the receiver. 

The process will be evaluated in the real time scenario in terms of the networking environment. 

The performance will be evaluated in terms of the time complexity and memory utilization of the 

whole process. 
 

Keywords: authentication code, wireless communication systems, encrypt-and-authenticate, 
elliptic curve, security. 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

In a wireless environment, various clients go about as a network nodes and communicate 

with each other to get area based data and administrations. In a noteworthy portion of such 

applications, the confidentiality and integrity of the conveyed messages are specifically 

compelling [1]. 

      Communication messages preserving procedure is viewed as with respect to the 

integrity while the transmission happens between the clients in the mobile computing and the 

pervasive registering environment. In that the examination going on identified with the message 

confirmation code algorithms. Their major aim is to accomplish the secure computation 

methodology and the condition less process. When all is said in done the message 

authentication code algorithm gives integrity against attackers with the less computational 

expense. By exploiting the way that the message to be validated must likewise be encoded, we 
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propose provably secure verification codes that are more proficient than any message validation 

code in the literature [3],[4],[5]. 

Privacy and security are two imperative yet apparently conflicting goals in a pervasive 

computing environment (PCE).on one hand, administration suppliers need to authenticate 

legitimate clients and verify they are getting to their approved administrations in a legitimate 

manner. Then again, clients need to keep up the privacy without being found for wherever they 

are and whatever they are doing [2],[8]. 

In specific applications, the areas of locations reported by a sensor network need to stay 

unknown. That is, unapproved observers must be not able to catch the root of such events by 

investigating the network activity. Known as the source anonymity issue, this issue has risen as 

a critical subject in the security of wireless sensor networks, with variety of methods focused 

around diverse adversarial presumptions being proposed. New system for displaying, analyzing 

and assessing anonymity in sensor networks [7],[10]. 

Preserving the integrity of messages deal over open channels is one of the classic objectives 

in cryptography and the journalism is rich with message authentication code (MAC) algorithms 

that are planned for the only motivation behind protecting message trustworthiness. In view of 

their security, MACs can be either unconditionally or computationally secure. Unconditionally 

secure MACs give message trustworthiness against forgers with unlimited computational 

power. Then again, computationally secure MACs are just secure when forgers have restricted 

computational power. 

In this paper we projected a pervasive computing for mobile computing. Here we provide 

the security using Elliptic curve cryptographic System. We use ECC algorithm to encrypt the 

file and SHA for MAC generation. Our system improved the security and also save the time.   

In this paper we study about the related work done on the trust system in wireless sensor 

network in section 2, the implementation details in section 3 where we see the system 

architecture, modules description, mathematical models, algorithms and experimental setup. In 

section 4 we discuss about the expected results and at last we provide a conclusion in section 5.    
 

[2] STATE OF THE ART 

            In [2] B. Alomair and R. Poovendran (2014) present the outline of another 

cryptographic primitive to be utilized as a part of the development of secure channels. As 

opposed to utilizing broadly useful Macs, we propose the vocation of uncommon reason MACs, 

named “E-MACs". The primary intention behind this work is the perception that, since the 

message must be both encoded and validated, there can be a redundancy in the processing’s 

performed by the two primitives. On the off chance that this ended up being the situation, 

removing such redundancy will enhance the proficiency of the general development. Also, 

processing’s performed by the encryption algorithm can be further used to enhance the security 

of the authentication algorithm. In this work, they demonstrate how E-MACs can be intended to 

designed the measure of processing’s needed by standard MACs focused around all universal 

hash functions, and indicate how E-MACs can be secured against key-recovery attacks. 

       In [3] Alomair et al. (2013) present another structure for displaying, analyzing and 

evaluating anonymity in sensor networks. The curiosity of the proposed structure is twofold: in 

the first place, it presents the idea of "interval in-distinguish ability" and gives a quantitative 
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measure to model anonymity in wireless sensor networks; second, it maps source anonymity to 

the statistical issue of binary hypothesis testing with aggravation parameters. They then 

investigate existing answers for planning unknown sensor networks utilizing the proposed 

model. They indicate how mapping source anonymity to binary hypothesis testing with 

annoyance parameters prompts changing over the issue of uncovering private source data into 

looking for a suitable data transformation that removes or minimize the impact of the irritation 

data. Thusly, they transform the issue from examining real-valued example focuses to binary 

codes, which opens the entryway for coding hypothesis to be fused into the investigation of 

anonymous sensor networks.  

       In [4], an effectual verification plan is projected which is appropriate for low-power mobile 

station endorsement, and it can successfully protect all known attacks to mobile networks as 

well as the denial-of-service attack. Also, the mobile station just needs to get one message and 

send one message to confirm itself to a guest's area register, and the plan just obliges a solitary 

elliptic-curve scalar point duplication on a mobile device. Along these lines, this plan 

appreciates both calculation effectiveness and communication efficiency when contrasted with 

known mobile authentication plans. 

Modern Mobile Architectures will be architectures that help mobile gadget applications 

associated with decentralized foundation. Modern Mobile Architectures join mobile technology 

and cloud processing. The greatest test in both cloud and mobile advances at this time is 

security; join the two innovations and they have a security wormhole. In [4] paper, they 

exhibited the current condition of mobile-cloud authentication technology and our proposed 

framework Mobile Cloud Key Exchange (MCKE), a validated key trade plot that goes for 

proficient verification. This plan is composed focused around randomness reuse methodology 

and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) plan. Hypothetical investigation and recreation results are 

contrasted and the IKE plan; the MCKE plan can fundamentally enhance the effectiveness by 

drastically reducing time utilization and calculation load without giving up the level of security. 

 

[3] PROBLEM PP  

1. Identify number of nodes in the network 

N= {n1, n2, n3, ……. , } 

2. Identify number of MAC generated  

MAC= {mac1, mac2, mac3, …..} 

3. Identify number of processes  

P= {p1, p1, p3, …} 

                 Where  

                   {e1= Network Generated}  

                       {e2= MAC generated by ECC algorithm}  

                       {e3= Sending MAC}  

                       {e4= Receiving MAC} 

4. Identify success case SS:-  

      Success is defined as-  

           SS= {S1, S2, S3, S4}  
         a) S1={s| ’s’ if network is generated}  

   b) S2={s| ’s’ if data is send}  
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         c) S3={s| ’s’ if received data is authenticate}  

5. Identify failure cases as FL  

Failure occurs when –  

FL= {F1, F2, F3…}  

F1= = {f|’ f’ if the network is not generated}  

 

 

[4] METODOLOGY 

          In a mobile environment, a number of users act as a network nodes and communicate 

with one another to acquire location based information and services. In a significant portion of 

such applications, the confidentiality and integrity of the communicated messages are of 

particular interest. By taking advantage of the fact that the message to be authenticated must 

also be encrypted, we propose provably secure authentication codes that are more efficient than 

any message authentication code in the literature.  

 

  Following Fig. 4.1 shows generalize system.   

 

 
          Fig. 4.1. Generalize system. 

There will be two main modules. 

 

1) Security Model: - A message authentication scheme consists of a signing algorithm S 

and a verifying algorithm V. The signing algorithm might be probabilistic, while the 

verifying one is usually not. Associated with the scheme are parameters (l) and N 

describing the length of the shared key and the resulting authentication code. 

 

2) Security of the Authenticated Encryption Composition: -The first is integrity of 

plaintext (INT-PTXT) and second is integrity of cipher text (INT-CTXT). Combined 

with encryption algorithms that provide in distinguish ability under chosen plaintext 

attacks (IND-CPA), the security of different methods for constructing generic 

compositions will be analyze. 

 

In today's reality, numerous applications depend on the presence of little gadgets that can trade 

data and structure correspondence systems. In a critical segment of such applications, the 

privacy and respectability of the imparted messages are specifically compelling.  

 

To maintain the security and integrity of the communication within the system required 

following methods. 

1. Encryption methods. 
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2. Authentication methods. 

3. Data and security analysis. 

 

[5] IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

    5.1 System Overview 

 
 

Fig. 5.1. System Architecture 
 

             In our propose work, we projected pervasive computing for mobile computing. Here we 

provide the security using Elliptic curve cryptographic System. First sender encrypts the file 

using ECC public key and after generate the MAC using SHA algorithm.  Then sender sends 

this encrypted file and MAC towards the receiver. In receiver side receiver also encrypt the file 

using ECC public key and after generate the MAC using SHA algorithm and after that receiver 

compare the receive MAC and generated MAC, if both are match then decrypt the message 

using ECC private key.  Our proposed work have high performance and take less time compare 

to existing system. 

 

 [6] CONCLUSION 

        The proposed wireless communication system is developed using asymmetric encryption 

techniques and hashing algorithm. The proposed system is capable of preserving integrity of 

messages. The performance of the proposed system is better than previous system in terms of 

time and efficiency. 

       The proposed technique called the Securtiy technique as the frame work for providing the 

secuirty to the data. They have the novel two following technique they are the ECC encryption 

technique that is asymmetric encryption alorithm is used and authentication techniques of SHA. 

The system is  implemented in the wireless networks that have the number nodes those are 

considered as the sender and the reciever. The whole performance is evaluated in terms of the 

time complexity and the integreity of the data in the both sender and receiver side. Here 

proposed a pervasive computing for mobile security.  
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